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HISTORY OF ANCIENT AND MEDIEVAL

PHILOSPHY
 

PREREQUISITES

SUBJECT DESCRIPTION

OBJECTIVES AND SKILLS

To offer basic knowledge of the Ancient and Medieval Philosophy through the exposition of

main issues, concepts, authors and schools of Antiquity.

To develop a critical attitude regarding the fundamental philosophical problems (Truth, Beauty,

Good/Justice, Divine, etc.).

To acquire basic knowledge of Ancient and Medieval Culture, beyond Philosophy.

Learn to read and interpret texts of ancient and medieval philosophy.

Become familiar with classic philosophical literature, Greek and Latin terminology.

Develop abilities in listening, reading, and writing, with the goal of articulating and defending an

argument.

IE University
Professor: HARIS CHARALAMPOS PAPOULIAS

E-mail: hpapoulias@faculty.ie.edu

Academic year: 21-22
Degree course: FIRST

Semester: 2º
Category: COMPULSORY

Number of credits: 3.0
Language: English

There are no prerequisite for this course.

In this course we will deal with some of the major figures and schools of thought in ancient and
medieval philosophy: Plato, Aristotle, Stoicism, Neoplatonism, Augustine, Patristic Philosophy,
Averroes, Maimonides et al.

This course will be not only an historical survey of philosophy, but also a conceptual one, in order to
comprehend the grounds of our contemporary philosophical disciplines and debates. At the same
time, it might work also as a kind of introduction to “Classics”, i.e. to the literature, history and
general culture of the ancient world. We will pay particular attention to the transition towards
Christian era, to the crisis of the Roman Empire but also to the intellectual exchange with other
cultures and how ancient thought administrated cultural conflicts (mythology vs. rational discourse;
theory vs. practice, opinion vs. science, faith vs. reason, paganism vs. monotheism etc.).

     Objectives:

     Skills:
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Recognize the persistence of ancient problems in modern and contemporary culture.

Analyze these problems critically and be able to formulate proposals or set new questions.

Learn to criticize the arguments and not the persons that formulate them.

METHODOLOGY

 

PROGRAM
 
 

SESSION 1 (LIVE IN-PERSON) 

Book Chapters: Introduction To The Lectures On The History Of Philosophy (CED) 

 

SESSION 2 (LIVE IN-PERSON) 

In every session we will examine some of the most important ancient and medieval texts.

We will try to better understand Greek and Latin terminology (still fundamental in many current
scientific and literary areas), by reading directly the relevant authors themselves.

After every session you are required to read one article (indicated in the Syllabus) and answer a
couple of questions. The purpose is to acquire a wider perspective, to better follow the lesson and
to be able to ask better questions and to participate more easily during class.

The Asynchronous Sessions will be dedicated to three films that address central moments of our
intellectual history:

Alexander explores the moment of the first globalization, the major expansion of Greek culture and
the meeting with oriental religions and cultures, giving an idea of the world in which Hellenistic
schools of thought emerged.

Ágora will bring us to the moment of the so called “decline” of the ancient world, as well as a closer
view of the transition from Pagan to Christian culture.

Finally, The name of the Rose will give us an idea of the figure of the Philosopher in the Middle
Ages, of the persistence and transformation of ancient thought under the dominance of the Church
and Monastic Orders (Films will be discussed in a single session).

Occasionally we will use podcasts or videos for a further deepening of the issues (more
recommended material will be announced during the course).

Teaching methodology Weighting Estimated time a
student should
dedicate to prepare for
and participate in

Lectures 13.33 % 10 hours
Discussions 9.33 % 7 hours
Exercises 30.67 % 23 hours
Group work 0.0 % 0 hours
Other individual studying 46.67 % 35 hours
TOTAL 100.0 % 75 hours

Introduction - When the world goes into pieces, Philosophy arises.

On the meaning of “philosophy” in the Greek world, the invention of “History” and the first “history of
philosophy”.

If the Truth is one, why do we have many theories? What exactly is a “History of Philosophy”.

Pre-Socratics: Nature and Matter.
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Book Chapters: The Milesians (Greek Thought: A Guide to Classical Knowledge (Harvard University

Press Reference Library) (CED) 

 

SESSION 3 (LIVE IN-PERSON) 

Book Chapters: Sophists (Greek Thought: A Guide to Classical Knowledge (Harvard University

Press Reference Library) (CED) 

 

SESSION 4 (LIVE IN-PERSON) 

Book Chapters: Observation and Research (The Pursuit of Knowledge) (CED) 

 

SESSION 5 (ASYNCHRONOUS) 
Video: Alexander (2004 film, Dir. Oliver Stone) 

 

SESSION 6 (LIVE IN-PERSON) 

Book Chapters: The Hellenistic Schools (Ch. 7. What is ancient philosophy?) (See Bibliography) 

 

SESSION 7 (LIVE IN-PERSON) 

Book Chapters: Spiritual Exercises (Ch. 3. What is ancient philosophy?) (See Bibliography) 

 

SESSION 8 (LIVE IN-PERSON) 

Book Chapters: The last Hellenes: Philosophy and Paganism, c.260-360 (The World of Late

Antiquity) (CED) 

Book Chapters: Hellenism and Judaism (Greek Thought: A Guide to Classical Knowledge (Harvard

University Press Reference Library) (CED) 

 

SESSION 9 (ASYNCHRONOUS) 
Book Chapters: The Alexandrian School. Theon of Alexandria and Hypatia (CED) 

Video: Ágora (2009 film, Dir. A. Amenábar) 

 

SESSION 10 (LIVE IN-PERSON) 

Who really was the first philosopher? The research of the cause of the Universe. From the being of
Nature to the nature of Being.

The Reality and its Double. Plato.

Plato is dear to me, but dearer still is truth. Aristotle.

The onset of philosophical language.

Philosophy in a Globalized World: Hellenistic and Roman Schools.

Philosophy as Spiritual Exercise. I: Stoicism.

How to be free in chains, i.e. The discovery of inner freedom.

Epictetus’ Manual; Marcus Aurelius’ Confessions.

Philosophy as Spiritual Exercise. II: Neoplatonism, Christianity and the Great Escape

Readings & Discussion. The End of the Ancient World
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Book Chapters: Lecture on Medieval and Modern Philosophy (Volume 3. Lectures on the History of

Philosophy) (CED) 

 

SESSION 11 (LIVE IN-PERSON) 

Book Chapters: Early Byzantine Philosophy (The Cambridge History of Philosophy in Late Antiquity)

(CED) 

 

SESSION 12 (LIVE IN-PERSON) 

Book Chapters: Why medieval philosophy? (Ch.10. Medieval Philosophy: a very short introduction)

(CED) 

Technical note: Medieval Aesthetics (Trinity College, University of Cambridge) (CED) 

 

SESSION 13 (LIVE IN-PERSON) 

Book Chapters: The origins of Islamic Philosophy (Encyclopedia of Medieval Philosophy) (CED) 

Book Chapters: Muslim and Jewish Philosophy (A New History of Western Philosophy) (CED) 

 

SESSION 14 (ASYNCHRONOUS) 
Video: The name of the Rose (1986 film, Dir. Jean-Jacques Annaud) 

 

SESSION 15 (LIVE IN-PERSON) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY

Recommended

 - Sir Anthony Kenny. (2006). A New History of Western Philosophy. Volume 1:

Ancient Philosophy. Oxford University Press. ISBN 0198752733 (Digital)

   A brief but essential History of Philosophy.

 - Sir Anthony Kenny. (2005). A New History of Western Philosophy, Vol. 2:

Medieval Philosophy. Oxford University Press. ISBN 0198752741 (Digital)

   A brief but essential History of Philosophy

 - W.K.C. Guthrie. (2013). The Greek philosophers from Thales to Aristotle.

Routledge Classics. ISBN 1138134988 (Digital)

   A short history of Ancient Philosophy

 - J. Brunschwig and G.E.R. Lloyd (Ed.). (2000). Greek Thought. A Guide to

In this class we will take our time to discuss the film Ágora and the extended transition from
Antiquity to the Middle Ages, from Paganism to Christianity, from Philosophy to Theology.

It will be an introduction to Medieval Philosophy, aiming also at covering important readings
(especially according to your interests) that have generally not been sufficiently addressed.

Byzantium: Greek Medieval Thought, from Patristic Philosophy to Iconoclasm.

Latin Medieval Thought, from Augustine to Thomas Aquinas.

Philosophy and/or Revelation. Muslim and Jewish Medieval Thought.

Final Exam
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Classical Knowledge.. The Belknap Press Of Harvard University Press. ISBN

9780674002616 (Digital)

   A kind of Encyclopedia or Critical Dictionary of the Ancient Philosophy.

 - (Ed.) Lloyd P. Gerson. (2011). The Cambridge History of Philosophy in Late

Antiquity. Cambridge University Press. ISBN 9781139095457 (Digital)

   A great Encyclopedia on Late Antiquity in 2 volumes. Articles by the most

important current scholars

 - Peter Brown. (1976). The World Of Late Antiquity. From Marcus Aurelius To

Muhammad.. Thames And Hudson. ISBN 0151988854 (Digital)

   One of the most important essays on Late Antiquity

 - Hadot, P.. (2002). What is ancient philosophy?. HARVARD UNIVERSITY

PRESS. ISBN 0674007336 (Digital)

   Essays on Ancient Philosophy

 - Pierre Hadot (author); Sharpe, M. & Testa, F. (ed.). (2020). The Selected Writings

of Pierre Hadot. Bloomsbury. ISBN 1474272991 (Digital)

   A compilation of the essays on Ancient Philosophy of Hadot, one of the most

important scholars on Greek Philosophy

 - John Marenbon. (2016). Medieval Philosophy: A Very Short Introduction.. Oxford

University Press. ISBN 9780199663224 (Digital)

   

 - (Ed.) Henrik Lagerlund,. (2020). Encyclopedia of Medieval Philosophy Philosophy

between 500 and 1500. Springer. ISBN 9789402416 (Digital)

   

 - Hegel, G. W. F.. (1987). Introduction to the Lectures on the History of Philosophy.

Oxford University Press. ISBN 0198249918 (Digital)

   Modern Reception of Ancient Philosophy

 - Hegel, G. W. F.. (1995). Lectures on the History of Philosophy, Volume 1: Greek

Philosophy to Plato. University of Nebraska Press. ISBN 0803272715 (Digital)

   

 - Hegel, G. W. F.. (2009). Lectures on the History of Philosophy. Volume III.

Medieval and Modern Philosophy. Oxford University Press. ISBN 0199568944

(Digital)

   
 

EVALUATION CRITERIA
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PROFESSOR BIO
 

Participation
Your participation grade in the course will be evaluated in a number of ways. You will be required to
do small exercises with respect to the readings each week, which will serve to track your
engagement with them. Furthermore, you are expected to come to class ready to discuss the
readings and to take a position on the perspectives they represent.

Weekly brief assignments
Every week you will be asked to answer briefly a couple of questions about topics related with the
articles of every session.

A brief essay
In the book Greek Thought (see: bibliography) there is one part entitled “PHILOSOPHY” and
another one entitled “THE PURSUIT OF KNOWLEDGE” where you can find many essays written
by some of the most important scholars in Classics today. Choose one of them, read it carefully and
prepare an essay on your chosen topic (2000 words, approx.).

Tips: 1. explain briefly the topic of the essay that you chose and the main ideas highlighted by the
author; 2. choose an ancient author or an idea treated in it; then, explain why they deserve (or not)
our attention. E.g.: if your topic is “mathematics”, you may choose Pythagoras, Archimedes or other
authors quoted in the chapter. If you choose “Rhetoric”, you could speak about the connection
between ancient rhetoric and advertisement or politics today, etc. Do not forget to quote all of your
sources and to make clear your personal reflections about all the issues treated. You may consult
texts in your own language, but if you are quoting literally from a text, do it in English and indicate
that the translation is yours. The essay must be delivered before the final exam.

The topics included in the two above-mentioned parts of the book are: PHILOSOPHY: Myth and
Knowledge 39; The Question of Being 51 Epistemology 72 Ethics 94. THE PURSUIT OF
KNOWLEDGE: Demonstration and the Idea of Science 243; Astronomy 269; Cosmology 279;
Geography 299;  Harmonics 312;  History 328;  Language 338;  Logic  355; Mathematics 386;
Medicine 414; Physics 433; Poetics 452; Rhetoric 465; Technology 486; Theology and Divination
498; Theories of Religion 511.

Final exam
The final oral exam will be conducted in an “open-book” modality, aiming at a free but coherent and
reasonable development of your own arguments with respect to the issues studied in class and
those you have dealt with in your own essay.

Criteria Percentage Comments
Class Participation 20 %
Intermediate Tests 25 % (brief questions x week)
Individual Work 30 % (brief essay)
Final Exam 25 % (open-book)

Professor: HARIS CHARALAMPOS PAPOULIAS

E-mail: hpapoulias@faculty.ie.edu
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OTHER INFORMATION
Office hours: by appointment. For a face-to-face meeting: before or after the class; please,

send your request by email at least a day before.

It is strongly recommended that you consult a Companion or a volume on the History of

Philosophy, not for evaluation reasons, but for better contextual understanding. Our limited

course-time permits us just to talk about a few of the main features of every School or Theory;

thus, a wider view will be of help and will clarify potential doubts (a selection of titles is offered

in the Bibliography section of this syllabus).

Almost all ancient texts that we will read during the lesson, are available at the Department of

Classics, Tufts University, in Perseus Digital Library.

Haris Papoulias (Athens, 1982) is Doctor Europaeus and he holds a PhD in Philosophy and the
History of Philosophy (UPO, Italy). He is member of the Research Group on German Idealism at 
the University of Málaga and Adjunct Professor of Ancient Philosophy at IE University. He is the
author of Endogenous Iconoclasm: A Hegelian Image Theory (in Italian, Milan: Mimesis, 2019),
awarded as the best research in Humanities of the Advanced Research Institute of the University of
Eastern Piedmont. He has worked on German Idealism (“Negation and Negativity in Hegel’s
Science of Logic”, Annuario Filosofico, 30/2014), however, his current interests are focused on
Greek and Byzantine Aesthetics and their legacy in the modern visual culture. He co-organizes a
seminar on the Uncanny in Ancient Thought at Complutense University of Madrid. Some of his
recent works include “Metaphysics and Aesthetics of Blindness in Sophocles’ Oedipus Rex”, ASHF
37/3, 2020, “A speculative logic for images” (in Hegel, Logic, Speculation, London: Bloomsbury
2019), “On the notion of Isótheos in Longinus’ treatise On the Sublime”, (in Shaping the ‘Theios
Aner’ in Late Antiquity, Leiden: Brill 2022). He is the editor of Longinus’ treatise On the Sublime
(Madrid: Alianza, forthcoming). He is currently working on a Spanish edition of Plotinus’ Enneads
on Beauty and Vision.
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https://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/collection?collection=Perseus:collection:Greco-Roman

